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ABSTRACT
k lateral bending vlbrstion analysis for the first three structural
node8 of a Thor-Agena test vehicle, being tested at the Langley Re-
search Center, is presented in this report. The analysis includes
the effects of rotary inertia, transverse shear and propellant
q
sloshing. Numerical results were obtained using a standard Dougl_s






















2._ Herr Harness Spring Constants








B. Thor Mode Shapes
C. Thor-Agena Mode Shapes
D. Mount Mode Shapes




































Rotation about an axis normal
to x• plane
Shear force at section (i)
Bending moment at section (i)








Derivative of the Bessel function of the





Cross section shear factor
R_dius in cylindrical coordinate form of Laplace's Equation.
A natural frequency (cps)




Free-Free beam frequency, mode M








The Langley Research Center (LRC) has been conducting a program to
experimentally determine the vlbration characteristics of a Thor
launch vehicle and an Agena upper stage. _his work began with the
lo_gitudinal oscillation characteristics and is now continuing to
the lateral bending oscillation charcteristics. In reference (i)
the results of a vibration analysis for longitudinal frequencies
and mode shapes of a number of test conditions are given. The
purpose of this report is to present a similar analysis for the
bending frequencies and mode shapes. The same beam type ideali-
zati_ of structure, the same numerical solution method and the
same computer program (DBII) have been used. Shear and rotary inertia
effects are included as is propellant sloshing. The results of the
sloshing analysis are introduced into the bending analysis through
a mechanical analogy.
The structural properties of the test vehicle given in (i) were
expanded to include bending and shear stiffness for use in this
analysis. There are small weight differences between these data and
LRC's final measured values. To determine the influ_ce of these
differences, four of the cases were revaluated using the LRC weights.
The suspension system (Herr Harness) to be used in the test will also
have some small influence on frequency and mode shape. To determine
this effect, the above four cases were analyzed a third time with the




I. 0 MATHD4ATICAL MODELS
The vibration analyses of this report are based on two mathematical
models, The bending analysis is based on the Timoshenko beam equation
and the sloshing analysis on the potential f_Anction for a cylindrical
tank containing a perfect fluid, The analysis of suspension system
effects uses a set of equivalent springs determined from a LRC ideal-
ization of their cable system, The pertinent equations for each of
these analyses are briefly developed in the following paragraphs.
I.I Bending Vibration Analysis
The bending vibration of missile structures are most often analyzed
using a beam idealization of Structure. The comparisons with flight
and ground test have in general been good (2). An exhaustive dis-
cusslon of this entire subject may be found in (3) which also presents
some comparisons between prediction and measurement on a one-fifth
scale model of the SatuFn. A very important but often overlooked
feature of the Timoshenko beam equation that Kelth et. al. (3) emphasize
is the relative importance of shear and rotary inertia in the equation.
For fineness ratios and (E/t)'s typical of missile structures, shear
effects are much more important than rotary inertia effects. In the
particular thin walled cylinder (L/d a 7.5, R/t A 350) Keith (3) uses
to illustrate this point, rotary inertia is of negligiable importance.
The principal rotary inertia effect in the Thor-Agena analysis comes
trc_ the large concentrated mass items such as the engine section. The
Timoshenko beam equation was used with the solution procedure as out-






























































- S = 0 these equations can be shown to be equivalentWhen s Izt _ g
to (The sign convention for a and ¥ is reversed.):
2
Fi+ I " Fi + _ mi÷ I zi+ I
Mi+l • Mi " FiLl - _21i+i ¥i+i
2 LiLi
'i+l " 'i " Fi _ + Mi
Zi+l • Zi " Li ¥i + Fi _'_i
which were developed (h) by Huang and _. In addition to the basic
transfer matrix [A] i , the branch modified transfer matrix [A''] i _as
















The sloshing mass mN , e_uiva_ent sprin_ KN and location (specified by i)
were determined _rom the an_ys_s of the next _ection. The branch modified
U
f _
transfer matrix is substituted for the original transfer matrix of
the section to which the branch attaches. Calculations are then
made as before.
1.2 Propellant Slosh lng. Ana/ysis
A simple mechanical analogy which represents the characteristics of
fluid sloshing is a convenient device for studying the effects of
sloshing on vehicle dynamic behavior. For equivalence, the forces and
moments produced by the oscillating mechanical system are equated to
those produced by the oscillating fluid. The mechanical analogy em-
ployed in this study is a mass-spring system for cylindrical tanks.
A Douglas 709M computer program (CAOb Propellant Sloshing Parameters
and Missile Physical Characteristics) was utilized to evaluate the
characteristics for the mass-sprlng mechanical model. The program
considers only the fixed mass and the fundamental sloshing mass. This
sierplified model produces forces equivalent to those obtained from the
constant term plus the first term in the expansion of the sloshing
force equation (6). The program treats the tapered Thor fuel tank by
constructing an equivalent cylinder with radius equal to the radius of
the conical tank at the fluid surface. The volume is made equal to
that of the conical tank. The fuel tank sloshing mass-spring charact-
eristic are then determined from the equivalent cylinder.
i
A complete derivation of the sloshing model characteristics employed by
the program (CA04) is given in (6). The major assumptions made in the
U U
|
hydrodynamical model are those that lead to Laplace's Equation.







vhlch leads to Laplace's Equation.
V2@=O , v • V#
The additional assumptions of a non-viscous fluid, smooth rigid tank
walls and small amplitude disturbing forces are made. ApplyinE the
boundary conditions of; fluid velocity normal to the tank wall must
coincide with the normal velocity of the wall and constant free sur-
face pressure, the potential function _ for harmonic motion is found.
I
U(_
The natural frequencies and'the forces and moments about the fluid
center of mass are then found. The mechanical analog characteristics
are determined by equating these forces and mc_ents°
The resulting equations for one sloshing mass are:




zI - _[1 - +_nh (¢lhl2a)




0 2m 0 m °
Mere
t
-¢1 = 1.8_135 (first root of Jl (r) = O)
g - Vertical Acceleration
M = Total Fluid Mass
In the bending analysis, the fixed mass m is redistributed as a
O
running weight (Ibs/in) in the tanks. The sloshing mass is considered
as a point mass in the bending analysis and sprung off the main beam
on a linear spring determined by the sloshing frequency.
There is a cylindrical tube runnln_ the length of the LOX tank located
ap_roxlmately in the center of the tank. The effect of this tube on
the sloshing analysis is negli_ble. Bauer (13) Investi_ted the




( first mode over the case where there is no inner cylinder. In fact








The fully loaded Agena vas not given a sloshing mass because of the
very small ullage vol_ne (i ft.3).
With the tank nearly full, the sloshing mass approaches zero in
the spherical uppcn" tank. Anderson (5) shovs the ratio of sloshing
mass to total mass goes linearly to zero vith increasing aspect
ratio (h/2_) in the 90 to 100% range. In the lover tank vith the
saae ullage volu_e, the sloshing effects vould seem even smaller
because of the smaller free fluid surface. Hoverer there is no






1.3 Herr _ess_ system
In the planned testing at LRC, the missile will be suspended vertically









An analysis of this system by LRC produced the following equations





With this suspension arrangement, there will be a Ig axial load
condition which will have a small influence on frequency and =ode shape.
This influence will tend to cancel the lateral spring effect on frequency.
Seide(8) has shown that the influence c_ free frequencies can be estinated
t
_ ( i - _ )2/3
9
U -U






The numerical results of this report do not reflect the axial load influence.
I0
I
2.0 STRUCTJ._R.AL PROP mTIES
A tabular listing of the weight and stiffness properties of the test
vehicle are presented in this section. Graphical displays of these
lame data are contained in Appendix A. The basic weight information
was obtained from (1) the earlier longitudinal oscillation analysis.
Modifications were made to this data per information received from








The stiffness parameters (flexural rigidity EI and shear stiffness AG/b )
of the Thor-Agena test vehicle were analytically determined from the
cross sectional properties (moment of inertia I and gross area A) and
material properties (modulus of elasticity E and shear modulus G) at
selected vehicle stations. Piecewlse smooth curves of El and AG/ U
were constructed to obtain the stiffness distributions required for
input to the DB-11 computer program.
The cross sectional prcp_:_t/_Sofor the skin and stringer contruction
of the Thor transition section, center body, skirt, and engine section
employ the assumption that the moments of inertia of the strin_ers about
their own axes may be neglected in the computation of the total section
moment of inertia about the neutral axis.
The cross sectional area in every case is based on the total shear
resistant area.
The properties for the waffle skin construction of the Thor fuel and lox






(weight average). These thickness valves are;
_fuel tank = 0.0759 in.





The assumption of thin circular shell sections was made and the following
equations used for the gross area A and the moment of inertia I:
where r = shell radius
t = skin thickness





In general, the material constants, E and G depend on temperature and
rate of loading. However, for room temperature conditions, there is
a lack of frequemcy dependence and the static values may be used (12).
The material values used for the Thor vehicle were
E (aluminum alloy) = 10.6 x 10 6 psi
O (aluminum alloy) = h.O x 10 6 psi " -"
Those for the magnesium alloy sections of the Agena test vehicle were
obtained from Mil HDBK-:
E (magneslum alloy) = 6.5 x 106 psi




The Agena tank section stiffness characteristics were obtained from
a Lockheed memorandum dated 12-17-59 for the "B" tank configuration.
2.1 _%or-A_ena Structure
2.1.1 Test Vehicle Weights
Distributed WetKht Coordinates (s_,-_63_6)








































Total Agena distributed weight (Sta. -138.7 to 10_) "
1,181 Lbs. at Statio_ -30.0




Sta. 107 %o 151 = 439 Lbs. at Station 132.8
Total Thor Distrlhuted Weight ( Sta. 151 to 722.k) = 2,982 at Station &91.5
Valu_e(Lb,.) c.C.
5 5 -116.5 -116.5




32 72.4 6_. 1
72 72.4 64.1
65 73.h 64 .I
Can_ %i!e_'ered Station"
Total = 19& Lbs. at -110.5
Total • 467 Lbs. at 62.3
,k
t
56 I48. h 153.5
85 345.1 333.5
129 365.o 371.5




355 722. _ 722.
Total= 1,665 Lbs.at 598.4
Total= 608 Lbs. at 626.1
Weight Totals (SM-46346)
Agena (including Thor Transition Section) = 2281 Lbs. at Station 13.h
Thor (Sta. 151 to 722.4) = 5,255 Lbs. at Station 540.9




D_Istr_ i but__ Welv.ht CooratuateB ( .L_ngley Modified)
S tatl_ _Dry Wel_ht Lb/in Dry Wei_tLb/in
-138.7 0 7.886
-111.9 7.886 9.071
- 88.5 9.182 1.296
- 83._ 2.681 1.938
- 73.6 1.938 3._58
- Itl_. 7 3.117 1.83_
- ii.i 1.834 3.957
- 5.9 3.h8o 5.0_
6.0 4.234 7.268
17.1 6.669 h.961
6_.I 6.590 2.8 _0
107.0 3.138 3•537






722. _ " i0.223 0
Total Agena Distrubuted Weight (Sta. -138.7 to 107) = 1,181 Lbs. at Station -30.0
Total Thor Transition Section Distributed Weight (Sta. 107 to 151) = 439 Lbs.
at Stat ion 132.8






C¢_centrate_ _Weights ( =]_nKl=ey Modified)
C.G......L C_%nt._Stati_
5_.8 -116.5 -116.5
25.9 -Iii. 5 .111.5
I0_. I -107.5 -107.5
10.0 -116.5 -116.5
298 56. h 26.2 ]
31.9 72 .h 6k. I
72 72. _ 6_.1
65.1 73. _ 6_.1
Total=194.8 Lbs.at Sta.-lll.2


























Total • 2368.6 Lbs. at
Sta. 598.18
wei_t Total. (_ms!ey M_f_ted)
Agena (including Thor Transition Section) = 2282 Lbs. at Station 13.3
Thor (Sta. 151 to 722._) = 5432 Lbs. at Station 53_.5




































Fle xura! Stiffhess_ Coordinates




























































































































































( ) 2.2 Sloshing Parameters
CH_fCTmlSTICS 0F T_OR _E_ AND LOX SL0SHINC _SSZS
(For l'g" Axial Acceleration)
0% Burntlme =
mf = 2,357 Lbs. C.G.f
m_ = 6,_68 Lb,. C.C.L
= 2o2.55 ff = .6912 cp,.
= 432.14 fL = .6128 cps.
25% Buxntlme:
mf = 2,985 Lbs. C.G.f • 258.86 ff = .66h6 cps.
mL = 6,_68 Lbs. C.C.L = h89.30 fL " .6128 cps.
_0% Burntime:
mf = 3,366 Lbs. C.O.f
mL • 6,_6T Lb,. C.O. L
Kf • 13h.7 Lb/In
KL = 2&8.2 Lb/In
= 288.63 fi,, • .6513 cps. Kf = ih5.9 Lb/In
= 523.19 fi." = .6127 cps. KL • 248.1 Lb/in
50% Bttrntlme:
= 306.0_ ff = .6h30 cps. Kf = 152.7 Lb/in
mf = 3,615 Lbs. C.G.f
• 5h5.19 fL = .6126 cps. I(L = 2h_.0 Lb/in
mL = 6,h65 Lbs. C.O.L
75% Burntime:
at • 3,84h Lbs. C.G.f - 334.27 ff • .5953 cps. Kf = 139.2 Lb/in





















Total d_etributed velght (IRFRA plus U[MB) - 13,_26 lbs.
To_I _ - 9656 l_s. (m_63_6)
_1 m_ - 3776 1be. (m_63_6)
t




























1836 3k&.2 333.5 (MI)
_'381 61o.7 &_o.o (I=)
Total concentrated ve_ht (fuel plus lax) - h217 ibs.
ELOSEI_G WEIGHTS
VALUE C.O.
23_ _. 55 (_el)
6_68 J_3_.I_ (z_x)
Total sloshing might (fuel plus lox) - 8825 ibs.
Total llqula weight (0% burntime) - 99,9_5 Ibs.
Total lax weight - 67,675 Ibs.























VAIA_ C°G. CANT. 8TATIOH
1836 3_. 2 333.5
2381 610.7 6000.0





Total c_centrated weight (fuel plus lax) - 9_53 ibs.
Total llquld weight (25_ burntlme) - 75,036 lbs.
Total lox weight - 50,679 Ibs.
Total fuel weight - 21_,357 lbs.
_0 PERCtt_ _
DIS_ WEIGHT C00RDI_A_S
























1836 3_'. 2 333- 5
r_Bl 61O.T Goo.o






Total aloshlng welght (fuel plus fox) - 9833 ibs.
Total Liquid weight (_0% burntime) = 60,039 ibs.
Total lax weight - I_),_92 lbs.

















Total dimtributed welght (fuel plus icx) - 35,757 lbs.
jCONCENTRAteD WEIGRTS
VALUE C.O. CA._. STATION
1836 3_- 2 333- 5
2381 610.7 6o0.0





Total sloshIM veight (fuel plus fox) = 10,080 ibs.
Total liquid we_ht (50_ burntlme) - 50,05_ ibs.
¢
Total lax velght - 33,711 Ibs.





















VALUE C.G. CANT. STATION
2hJ_ 3_. o 333.5
_6JL3 611.6 600.0





Total sloshing weight (fUel plus fox) - i0,i01 Ibs.
Total _.ule weight (75_bm-.t_ne), z5,15o
Total fuel ve18ht - 8, 319 ibs.
I00 PEIEENT B_
C_CENTRATED WEIGHTS
VALUE C.O. CA_T. STATION
_8 3_. o 333-5
132 615.o 600.o
Total concentrated weight (fuel plus lox) - 1100 lbs.
Toga li_.i_,,_i_t(ioo_ b_t_e) - _o lbs.
25
2.M Herr Harn_ess Spring Con_s_tag_ts
The equivalent lateral spring constants (Kb , Kt) for the Herr Harness










Thor (SM h6346) Dry
Thor (u_c) Dry
Thor (SM h63h6) 0% B.T.
Thor (LRC) 0% B.T.
Thor-Agena (SM 46346) Dry
Thor-Agena (LRC) Dry
Thor-Agena (aM h6346) 0% B.T.


















Spring Kb is located @ Station 722









The bending vibration analysis included twenty (21) configurations of
the Thor-Agena test vehicle. A complete set of mode shapes and fre-
quencie| up to and including the third elastic bending mode were eomi_ted
for each conf!g_tratton.
3.1 Thor Cases
The Thor cases analyzed axe described in the following table and gives
ease designations.
Unrestrained and Harness Suspension Harness Suspension
% Burn,,tlme SM__6346 Weights and SM 46.346_elghts and LRC Welghts _





Empty T6 T8 TIO
The natural frequencies for these cases are given in the following table.
Case fl (cps.) f2 (cps.) i*3(eps
T1 9.975 19._9 29.21
72 12.9o 26.02 33.63
73 17.23 37.31 _2.96
T_ 25.5h _8.63 78.72
75 36.87 69.35 123.19






T T 9.990 19.50 29.22
T 8 37.h0 73.16 125.9
T 9 10.02 19.61 29.50




The Thor-Agena cases are described in the follovln_; table and given
ease deslgnat:Lon s
Unrestrained and Harness Suspension
_ Burntime SH _6346 _e.I_hts __d 5_ _6_46 Welghts






Empty TA 7 TA 9 TA Ii
The natural frequencies for these cases are _iven in the follo_vlng table,
case _' _i (c_.) _2 (cps._) r_ (cps.)
TA 1 _,105 11,31 18,93
TA 2 _o_60 13,6_ 20.32
TA 3 k,983 15, _ 20,69
TA _ 5,361 16.7_ 21,29
TA 5 7,193 19,09 28,21
TA 6 9,712 22,29 _3,53






Ca,__.£ _q (e,,,.) __r2(er,.)
TA 8 &.uS 11.32 z8.9_
TA 9 12.62 30.77 60.38
TA i0 &.119 11.36 19.00
TA ii 12,53 30.73 62.70
k_J
3.3 _ount )'ode Cases
In the harness suspension casea there are two "mount" modes below the elastic
body free-eree nodes. These _requenc!es _re tabulated in this section.
There are also two sloshln< nodes below, the first elastic body mode but
these freouencles nroved to be so close to an asymptote that they e_u!d not













•_¢ 46346 t_elghts IPC Wei_h__ts
STA 1 ,_TA 3
_TA 2 STA h
The natural frequencies fior these cases are:
ca,__.Z rl (cp,.) _2 (cp_.)
ST 1 0.I_92 0.h066
ST _ 0.1560 0.2506
ST 3 0.1891 0._069
ST _ 0.1575 0.256h
ST I 0.1g_3 0.2698
ST 2 0.1R_7 0.?038
ST 3 0.163b 0.?70h





The bending vibration analysis performed for the Thor-Agena test
vehicle was based on standard beam analysis methods. There were no
unusual features in the results obtained. The transfer matrix tech-
nique used is noted (7) for numerical inaccuracies in the higher modes
and care was taken on this point. The program ortbo_onality checks
were monitored carefully. All frequency data reported are numerically
accurate to four places after the decimal point. In a few cases where
|low convergence of modal shape was suspected, the cases were re-analyzed
and the iteration carried to two more digits accuracy on frequency.
Using a mechanical analogy for the slosh/rig analysis introduces local
errors in the resulting mode shapes. A "sloshing mass" will cause the
shear (hence mode shape) to change at the attachnent point when the
change is really distributed over a finite length. This discrepancy
i
is greatly mitigated by the low sloshing frequencies. The influence of
the Herr Harness suspension system was shown to be less than 1/2% on
frequency and mode shape. (The modal mass was used as a measure of change
in mode shape.) Even this small Influence was only incurred in the
0% Burntlme cases. Since the effective spring constants for the suspen-
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TA 1 58.07 26.02 32.91
TA 2 h9.86 18.6_ 60.82
TA 3 h4.30 16.25 h?.4h
TA 4 40.22 - 16.61 26.13
TA 5 27.05 31.26 65.67
TA 6 23.52 29.61 22.48
TA 7 23.89 20.55 8.759
TA 8 57.90 26.0_ 32.93
TA 9 23.88 20.55 8.758
TA I0 57.89 26.38 34.11
TA 11 22.h7 20.51 8.109
127
u,M,o,unt,Mode Cases
C&s__e
ST 1
b'_2
ST3
Sell
STA 2
S_3
SeA
2k2.8
12.52
2k3.3
12.89
721.6
26.k2
73Z._
26.67
57.52
12.71
57 ._0
12.1o
82.51
11.k8
82.39
11.k9
! •
